
2EPKAF11 and 2EPKCFI3 Battery Discharge on 06/1412004

On 06/14/2004 Palo Verde experienced a Loss of Offsite Power (LOP) due to a grid disturbance. The
emergency diesel generators started and assumed the bus loads with the exception of 2MDGAHO 1. The
Unit 2 DGA diesel started, came up to voltage/frequency, started assuming the house loads including the
battery chargers and then lost voltage/frequency due to a failed diode. Batteries 2EPKAFI 1 and 2EPKCF13
continued to supply the related loads for approximately 2 hours at which time offsite power was restored.
Individual cell voltages, specific gravity, temperatures and electrolyte levels were recorded for each cell
after the battery charger was placed back on the bus. Ideally, these values should be taken while the battery
is supplying the bus but during an emergency this is not always practical. There were no abnormal readings
identified.

During the 06/14/2004 discharge, 2EPKAFI I battery bus voltage momentarily dropped to 11 8.8Vdc and
then rose to 120.6Vdc until the "A" charger was restored. 2EPKCF13 momentarily dropped to 119.4Vdc
and then rose to 121.7 until the "C" charger was restored. There are no recording devices for PK bus
amperage, therefore, the actual load profile experienced during the event can not be compared to the
calculated load profile outlined in 1,2,3-EC-PK-0207. The "A" battery voltage levels experienced during
the load demand were compared to the last Service test results conducted on 2EPKAFI 1 during U2RI0
(STWO 2421615, date 03/21/2002) and were deemed acceptable. During the previous Service test the
battery terminal voltage dropped to 115.4Vdc during the first minute and then rose to a value close to
11 8Vdc. As loads were cycled on to match the calculated profile the voltage fluctuated as expected but
never dropped lower than 118.2Vdc. The "A" battery profile was evaluated since its profile is more
demanding then that of the "C" battery.

Palo Verde performs one of two separate battery load tests on the Class IE batteries every refueling outage.
The Service test (32ST-9PK03) is performed every refueling outage except when a battery Performance
test (32ST-9PK04) is performed which is scheduled every third cycle. The Performance test can be
performed in lieu of the Service test if it is modified to envelope the duty cycle of the Service test. The
Service test is a load test of the battery in which a resistive load bank is programmed to match the "service"
load profile for the associated battery being tested. The load steps are detailed in 32ST-9PK03. The
Performance test is load test in which the battery is tested using a resistive load bank at a constant current
per the manufactures discharge table to a specified end voltage.
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2EPKAF11 BTV Over Service Discharge Test (STWO 2421615) Date 0312112002
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